
Our company is looking to fill the role of CRM developer. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for CRM developer

Good understanding of Dynamics CRM tools like Ribbon Workbench,
Universal Search
Develop work break down structures and associated task level information
and work assignment for incorporation into project plans and work structures
Develop and maintain a model of Enterprise Development solutions and
patterns
Demonstrate solid developer skills with “Can do” attitude and solve the
complex/technical challenges in Sales, Service and Community support
related use cases
Should be able to directly work with business users in various time zones in
APAC, EMEA regions and also in EST and PST time zones and understand the
business requirements and ask the required questions
Should be flexible enough to work in overlap-time with onsite (in PST) IT
Business Analyst team
Develop and build Lightning Components for specific business requirements
for Sales Cloud, Marketing Cloud, Service Cloud and Customer Communities
Modify and Create the Reports and Dashboards in Lightning UI
Respond to Production Support Tickets/Requests as per SLAs and
troubleshoot issues while documenting the resolution for future reference
Create Apex class, VF pages and develop Java Script for specific
requirements as required
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Performs application configuration to meet written specifications
Provides functional direction to others on assigned work
Accepts applications ownership and provides vision for improving systems
over time by attending seminars, reviewing recent publications, and
maintaining contact with technology organizations
Ensures objectives of application architecture are not jeopardized by effective
data management
Mentors other team members and builds their confidence in their abilities
Experience in programming languages (such as .NET framework, C#, Apex,
Java, JQuery, JavaScript, XML, XSLT, ABAP, ) and relational databases (such
as SQL Server, Oracle)


